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No Time Off for Good Behavior: 
The Persistence of Victorian Expectations of Wives 
 
 
 In the Victorian age, wives were expected to conduct themselves as martyrs to their 
families. Non-saints need not apply.  Victorian conduct books for women advised a kind of self-
abnegation that makes contemporary wifehood seem almost idyllic in comparison, or so one 
might think at first glance. Certainly most 21st century wives would bristle at the dictates set out 
by the leading guides to wifehood, which I will highlight throughout this essay.  And it wasn’t 
just the conduct books that dictated unrealistic expectations. Domestic novels, poetry, and 
periodical essays and short stories all contributed to norms that left married women with a 
limited range of acceptable activities and behaviors.  Sarah Ellis, one of the most popular 
Victorian conduct book authors, wrote in Wives of England (1843) that women should approach 
marriage with “an habitual subjection of self to the interests and happiness of others.”  In 
Woman’s Mission (1840), another influential conduct book, Sarah Lewis similarly argues that 
women were meant “’to live for others’” (51, 46).  Isabella Beeton echoes the same sentiments in 
her extremely popular Mrs. Beeton’s Household Management, published in installments in 1859-
60 but reprinted many times in the nineteenth century and still in print today.  While Beeton 
focuses more on the nuts and bolts of household management, as her title suggests, the 
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assumptions she makes about women’s role echo the earlier ideas of Ellis and Lewis. In contrast, 
when one examines 21st expectations of wives, it is clear that the range of acceptable activities 
and behaviors has grown immensely, but in many ways the expectations in play today are every 
bit as unrealistic and restrictive, as I will show below. 
 Let us begin by further examining nineteenth-century norms for wives. The proscriptions 
for women from Ellis, Lewis, Beeton, and other authors of 19th century non-fiction and fiction 
related to domesticity are not only relentless in their call to abandon self-interest, but they also 
regularly contradict themselves.  Lewis warns women not to become too boring because if they 
do they will fail to sustain their influence over their husbands and children; somehow women are 
supposed to be simultaneously selfless and have an interesting enough self to captivate their 
fellow family members. Exactly how one is to pull this off is left to the imagination.  And while 
Sarah Ellis tells wives to quash their own interests for the sake of the interests of others, she also 
advises that “none should give up more than they are prepared to resign without grudging, 
whether noticed and appreciated or not” (33).  The entire gauge of a woman’s worth is based on 
her serving the needs of others pleasantly and productively; even developing interests is 
something a woman should do not for herself but for the sake of increasing her entertainment 
value for her husband and children.  But Ellis fails to address how one can constantly place 
others first without resenting the situation, particularly when the sacrifice is unappreciated. 
 In another conduct book, The Women of England: Their Social Duties and Domestic 
Habits, published in 1843, Ellis specifies the appropriate daily emphasis of dutiful Victorian 
women. Women should not ask themselves what they should do to please themselves or “to be 
admired,” or even ask what they can do “to vary the tenor of [their] existence.” Instead they 
should ask themselves: 
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 “How shall I endeavor through this day to turn the time, the health, and the means 
 permitted me to enjoy, to the best account?—Is anyone sick? I must visit their chamber 
 . . . Is anyone about to set off on a journey? I must see that the early meal is spread . . . 
 Did I fail in what was kind or considerate to any of the family yesterday?” (9).  
And if that litany wasn’t clear enough, Ellis summarizes her chief point several pages later, when 
she writes that a dutiful woman must  
 lay aside all her natural caprice, her love of self-indulgence, her vanity, her indolence—
 in short, her very self—and assuming a new nature . . . spend her mental and moral 
 capabilities in devising means for promoting the happiness of others, while her own 
 derives a remote and secondary existence from theirs. (15) 
Clearly, in her eyes women are unapologetically and unambiguously the second sex, their 
happiness completely subordinated to the happiness of others.   
 Coventry Patmore’s long poem The Angel in the House (1854) established one of the 
most famous Victorian images of the ideal wife.  In fact, the phrase “angel in the house” has 
come to be used as shorthand for the dutiful nineteenth-century woman.  In Canto IX, Patmore 
writes: 
 Man must be pleased; but him to please 
 Is woman’s pleasure; down the gulf 
 Of his condoled necessities 
 She casts her best, she flings herself: 
 How often flings for naught! 
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Here again, the tone is unapologetic:  women should serve men selflessly, whether or not they 
are appreciated or even effective in their efforts. The message to Victorian women was the same 
whether they turned to conduct books, poetry, or the host of domestic angels that Charles 
Dickens and other nineteenth-century novelists portrayed. Their role was to make the home a 
harmonious haven by focusing on the needs of everyone around them, never themselves.  
 Compared to such sentiments, 21st century expectations of wives seem far less 
constraining. Women can work outside their home in any profession; they can choose to marry 
or not marry without being stigmatized as “old maids”; they can explore their interests and 
passions beyond the domestic sphere and solely for their own pleasure; they can have children or 
elect not to have children without being considered failures; they can marry each other. It would 
be difficult to argue that the role of wife has not evolved for the better. And yet.  And yet our 
contemporary expectations of wives insidiously perpetuate damaging aspects of the Victorian 
norms, including some of the contradictions that make the ideal impossible to live up to. While 
women have far more choices than ever, both in terms of professions and domestic 
arrangements, more is expected of them than ever.  And while they are encouraged to pursue a 
range of professions, working or not working is not really a choice for many women: most need 
to work to contribute financially to their families. In “Women have made the difference for 
family economic security,” an article published by the Washington Center for Equitable Growth, 
Heather Boushey and Kavya Vaghul summarize the findings from the recent Current Population 
Survey which show that “across all three income groups [low-income, middle-class, and 
professional families] women significantly helped family incomes. . . . and saved low-income 
and middle-class families from steep drops in their income” that would have occurred because 
average salaries have not kept pace with the rate of inflation.  The costs of health care and 
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education have particularly outpaced salary increases.  Boushey and Vaghul note that due to the 
“increasing instability and stagnant growth in family incomes, families have had to find ways to 
cope—including a growing reliance on the earnings of women. The role of women in the United 
States has transformed from predominantly being a wife or mother to being all of these things 
and a breadwinner.”  
 In spite of women sharing in the breadwinning, the expectations of women’s commitment 
to the domestic front are not much less demanding than they were for 19th century wives who did 
not work outside the home.  Women are still expected, implicitly and explicitly, to “manage the 
household,” a phrase which includes everything from cooking and cleaning, to doing laundry and 
paying bills, coordinating the children’s complex schedules, scheduling medical appointments, 
etc.  While men are contributing more around the house than they have in the past, the 
underlying assumption, not always articulated but often felt, is that the woman is mainly 
responsible and the man is just “helping out,” a phrase that assumes a secondary role.   We don’t 
talk about women “helping out” men around the household.  Even though I have been writing 
about Victorian and contemporary domestic issues for two decades and therefore should know 
better, when I started looking for the most recent statistics on the division of household 
responsibilities, that’s precisely the phrase I used when I queried “How much do contemporary 
men help out around the house?” Knowing better does not keep even educated women from 
perpetuating old assumptions about divisions of labor, even when women realize they are 
harmed by the assumptions.  In fact, it turns out that women tend to do a greater portion of 
domestic duties the higher their pay is and the higher the status of their jobs, which is the 
opposite of what one might expect.  The theory is that women overcompensate for their level of 
income and responsibility by trying to be even more domestic than they might be if they had less 
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professional responsibility and pay, perhaps as a way of minimizing their threat to male partners 
(Thompson 5). Women typically do about 18 hours of housework a week compared to 10 for 
men (Thompson 2). In fact, husbands create 7 additional hours of housework for their wives, 
according to one study (Reaney).  The additional labor at home is not just a burden on women’s 
time and energy—it also negatively affects their pay. A recent Boston Globe article points out 
the connection between unequal distribution of household work and lower pay for women:  “The 
big reason that having children, and even marrying in the first place, hurts women’s pay relative 
to men’s is that the division of labor at home is still unequal, even when both spouses work full 
time. That’s especially true for college-educated women in high-earning occupations: Children 
are particularly damaging to their careers” (Miller A13). Women now face the triple bind of 
believing that they should have good careers but also feeling guilty about their own success and 
then assuaging the guilt by piling more work on themselves at home. And because they perceive 
themselves as having a greater responsibility at home, they have a tendency to avoid challenges 
and responsibilities at work that could lead to promotions and higher pay. It’s no wonder that 
stress-related autoimmune diseases are on the rise for women. According to a recent Huffington 
Post article, autoimmune diseases “are plaguing a rapidly growing number of Americans, 
especially women. (According to the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
almost 80 percent of people with autoimmune disorders are female),”and stress appears to be one 
of the leading causes of the diseases (Magner; see also Nakazawa).  
 Today, in addition to working outside the home, women have to do many of the 
household chores without the range of help (in most cases) that would have been typical in many 
middle to upper class homes in the 19th century. Victorian “ladies” were not supposed to do 
housework at all; as Daniel Pool points out, “that was, after all, the whole point of being a lady—
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you didn’t have to do anything, except tell the servants what to do” (219).  He goes on to say that 
“manual labor of any kind would have cast serious doubts on your eligibility to be received in 
polite society” (219).  Even a small household with a very modest income would have a “maid-
of-all work, a girl who cooked, cleaned, scrubbed, mended, [and] looked after the children” 
(219)--a girl, in short, who would do the bulk of what most full-time working mothers now 
manage.  A family with a professional man as head-of-household (such as a doctor or banker) 
would probably have “a cook, a housemaid, and a nurse” (220).  Similarly, Susan Lasdun, in 
Victorians at Home, states that an unassuming middle-class homes would typically have two to 
three servants (23). Granted, the Victorians had far fewer labor-saving devices than we have 
now, so cooking, cleaning and laundry would all take far more time than they do today. But it’s 
still disconcerting to think that most middle class Victorian women had servants to do most of 
the housework in spite of the fact that they themselves were not working outside the home, while 
the majority of middle class women in the U.S. today are working AND doing the bulk of the 
household chores. We’ve come a long way, baby. Right. 
 It is particularly strange that a 50/50 division of labor still seems so elusive when one 
considers that historically the sharing of bread-winning and domestic responsibilities has more 
often been the norm than the model where the husband leaves home for work and the wife 
oversees the house, a model that really only dominated from the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution until the 1960s—a relatively brief blip in human history, and a trend that really only 
affected the middle classes. Before that brief blip, men and women divided the bread-winning 
and child-rearing labor:  from hunter/gatherer societies to agrarian communities, each gender had 
its role in providing for the family and both pitched in to raise and train the offspring.  Men 
hunted, women gathered, and both taught their offspring to do the same.  On farms, men tended 
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to do the heavier chores, while women tended the garden and helped with the animals, while 
again both men and women taught their children to do the same.  In villages, tradespeople tended 
to live where they worked with all members of the family pitching in, so bread-winning and 
child-rearing went hand-in-hand. Only with the Industrial Revolution did work shift outside the 
home for large sectors of the population, leaving middle class women to dominate the home-
front and the child-rearing (Broughton and Rogers, 6-7). But for some reason, it’s the Industrial 
Revolution model we still cling to even though we think we’ve transcended it.  For some reason, 
sexual revolution notwithstanding, we still expect that women will put their homes and families 
before themselves, and women who cannot successfully juggle the myriad tasks described above, 
while building a successful career, end up feeling like failures.  And even when they can juggle 
these responsibilities successfully, they may still feel like failures because they are too exhausted 
and harried to perform any of them as well as they’d like.  So yes, wives can have careers—
several of them at the same time, it turns out:  one at work, and at least one at home.  And if they 
want the approval of friends, family and society at large, they should never seem more invested 
in their professional careers than they are in the home-front, nor should they complain much 
about the burdens of their position.  That would make them unpleasant, and women are still 
expected to be pleasing--that much hasn’t really changed much.  
 Nor does significant change seem likely to occur anytime fast.  As Emily Bobrow points 
out in a recent article in The Economist, “men, too, are struggling with a similarly burdensome 
bundle” of work/home conflicts. They still feel the pressure to be the main wage earner, but they 
also feel the pressure to contribute equitably at home, something that is difficult to do when they 
have taken the kinds of high-pressure jobs many feel they are expected to hold.  As Bobrow 
summarizes, “when mothers pull back from work for child-care reasons, they may earn less 
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money but they are still seen as good women.  When fathers do the same, they are often seen as 
lesser men” (89). So men are in a bind that will make equalizing the division of home labor 
difficult to resolve; women are still more validated for being domestic and putting family first 
than men are, and until those expectations change, substantial changes in the unequal division of 
labor will probably not happen. 
 Changing unrealistic expectations of wives and mothers will be particularly difficult as 
women themselves inforce them as much or more than anyone else, even while suffering from 
them.  Women are often their own worst task master.  In Discipline and Punish, Foucault 
famously writes about the spread of disciplinary mechanisms from the 18th century to today; he 
analyzes a trajectory of discipline that moves ever inward, starting with extreme physical and 
public torture at the beginning of the modern age and moving to disciplines that are more subtle, 
insidious and internalized by the disciplinary subject.  As he explains, 
 ‘Discipline’ may be identified neither with an institution or with an apparatus; it is a type 
 of power, a modality for its exercise, comprising a whole set of instruments, 
 techniques, procedures, levels of application, targets . . . And it may be taken over either 
 by ‘specialized’ institutions (the penitentiaries of ‘houses of correction’ of the 
 nineteenth century), or by institutions that use it as an essential instruments for a 
 particular end (schools, hospitals), or by pre-existing authorities that find in it a means 
 of reinforcing or reorganizing their internal mechanisms of power (215).   
Foucault goes on to suggest that the family is the ultimate disciplinary mechanism, “the 
privileged locus of emergence of the disciplinary question of the normal and the abnormal” 
(216). The family is, after all, the main source of our understandings of gender roles and marital 
and parental norms; family structures shape individuals and replicate themselves more 
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powerfully and pervasively than more official agencies of the state or church (the traditional and 
more obvious sources of discipline).  Foucault sums up the trajectory from external to 
internalized discipline when he writes that “one can speak of the formation of a disciplinary 
society in this movement that stretches from the enclosed disciplines, a sort of social 
‘quarantine’, to an indefinitely generalizable mechanism of ‘panopticism,’” where generalized 
surveillance is what keeps the subject in check.  In comparing our current condition to that of a 
victim of public torture in the 18th century (e.g. the horrific story of the prolonged torture of 
Damiens the regicide, with which Foucault opens the book), he claims that “we are neither in the 
amphitheater, nor on the stage, but in the panoptic machine, invested by its effects of power, 
which we bring to ourselves since we are part of the mechanism” (217, my emphasis). We police 
ourselves, in other words; we are our own jailers.  
 This is particularly true of women because historically they have had a subservient 
position in society and therefore they have had more restraints to internalize.  Among the 
disciplinary mechanisms Foucault analyzes is the intense scheduling that comes with modern life 
(6-7, 11).  Instead of controlling subjects through the punitive physical practices of past centuries 
such as public whippings or throwing people in the stocks, modern societies are regulated by 
relentless schedules and regimens.  “The body,” Foucault writes, “is caught up in a system of 
constraints and privations, obligations and prohibitions” (11). While Foucault is specifically 
addressing changes in the carceral system, ultimately he is addressing all disciplinary subjects--
in short, everyone. And what he describes about the relentlessly scheduled inmates of the “house 
of young prisoners in Paris” in the nineteenth century, with every half hour allotted to specific 
activities from the time they wake up to the time they go to bed (6-7), seems comparable to the 
schedules of contemporary overworked wives and mothers:  lengthy work hours on the job; time-
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consuming commutes; over-scheduled children who must be driven to/from their myriad lessons, 
practices, tutorial sessions, etc.; domestic chores unevenly distributed; and if one can find some 
time outside all that, one should be regularly engaged in fitness programs, an element of physical 
discipline relatively alien to our Victorian counterparts.  We no longer wear corsets—we’ve 
internalized our corsets with our emphasis on tight abs. We ARE our own corsets. And while 
exercise clearly seems healthier than wearing confining whale bone, think a moment about the 
number of people you know who are or have recently been in physical therapy for strained 
muscles and tendons from weight lifting, stress-fractures from marathon training, plantars 
fasciitis from jogging, torn knees and broken bones from skiing and other sports. Even yoga, one 
of the least damaging of all exercise activities, has a track-record of causing compression 
fractures. Clearly there is a degree of self-inflicted physical punishment in our exercise routines. 
Even if we don’t get injured, our aerobics and pilates and weight lifting sessions, etc. clearly 
crowd our already over-crowded schedules.  Walking, the most benign exercise and one that 
requires the least amount of scheduling, has succumbed to this drive to measure and control now 
that droves of us count our steps with our FitBits and other health apps and participate in team 
step challenges.  I can’t walk to the water cooler down the hall without carrying my phone 
because I do not want a step to go uncounted. This obsessive focus on measuring and recording 
our physical activity seems like the logical progression of the disciplinary mechanisms that 
Foucault describes.   Our lives are scheduled within an inch of our lives.  Our packed schedules 
and our emphasis on achieving and measuring physical fitness create a good condition for 
maintaining docile political subjects, as Foucault points out throughout Discipline and Punish. If 
the aim is to create a society full of people who will maintain the status quo and submit to 
authority because they are already reining themselves in so severely and are too busy to pay 
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much attention to what is being done by those in power, then the aim has been achieved.  
According to Foucault, that is one of the main insidious purposes of schedules and regimens; it’s 
all about control, keeping power in the hands of the already powerful.  To keep the populace 
obedient, we don’t have to flay people alive in public any more, as the opening of Discipline and 
Punish so brutally describes. All we have to do is keep them ruthlessly busy so they are content 
to spend their down time binge-watching the latest, most popular cable offerings.  Mission 
accomplished. In terms of gender politics, the scheduling and regimens and self-monitoring 
result in a situation that is obviously unequal but that is widely tolerated, with many women 
flatly rejecting the notion that they are the victims of injustice, that the concerns of “feminists” 
are their concerns. 
 Foucault’s analysis of the “carceral archipelago” (297) carries over into his analysis of 
gender roles in History of Sexuality. In this book, Foucault discusses how the family and the 
expectations of the “social body” discipline women’s bodies so they are “qualified and 
disqualified” to conform to a sociosexual norm (104).  Contemporary wives may no longer have 
to go out into public chaperoned, to insure both their safety and decorous behavior, but who 
needs a chaperone when every waking moment of one’s day is scheduled, like the days of the 
Mettray inmates that Foucault describes in Discipline and Punish? (293-95). Who needs strict 
admonishments to be selfless when there is simply no time to be selfish in the first place? And 
who needs a corset or girdle when we are monitoring our weight, BMIs, miles run, steps taken, 
calories eaten?  No one could place us under as much relentless scheduling, physical restrictions, 
observation, and recording as we do ourselves. Victorian norms evolved in part to control 
women, as norms since the beginning of civilization have attempted to control women and 
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thereby control lineage and the continuation of property ownership in the male blood line (see 
Engels 26-30). Contemporary norms function similarly. 
 The restrictions that horrify us when we look at 19th century regulations of women’s lives 
and bodies seem somewhat less horrifying when placed in context of the day-to-day realities of 
contemporary wives and mothers.  I’m not suggesting that 21st century wives face as many 
restrictions as their Victorian counterparts, but I am suggesting that the prevailing belief that 
women are now fully and obviously liberated from those restrictions needs to be questioned. 
How liberated is anyone who has no time to herself?  How liberated are we when we relentlessly 
monitor our diet and exercise? Sure we’ve earned the right to vote, to be educated, to pursue any 
career, and these are not small victories. But is the current quality of life for the average full-time 
working wife really the ideal we should be shooting for?  Just because progress has been made, 
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